
The Sneak Peek explores our top five key findings and provides an early look at what can be expected from the upcoming season.

Key findings from the Sneak Peek include the following:

- With increased pressure in the SVOD market, how will the new entrants fare? According to MTM’s Fall 2019 survey, 1 in 6 Canadians show interest in subscribing to Disney+ and 1 in 10 show interest in getting Apple TV+;

- Netflix continues its domination in Canada. When consuming content on Netflix, Francophones report the vast majority of the content they watch on the platform is in the English language;

- Who are you watching TV with? 41% of Canadians report that they would be annoyed if someone they typically watch a show with watched it without them. Drama and comedy are the top preferred genres for co-viewing;

- Podcasting continues to be a popular medium in the Canadian market with 26% of Canadians having listened to one. In terms of genres, 1 in 7 podcast listeners list comedy as their favorite type to listen to;

- One in ten Canadians own a smart device which helps to automate things like temperature, lights and other features in their homes. Google Nest products are by far the most popular brand of smart home devices in Canada.